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ABSTRACT 

-. + 
The two-body final states lTp-+~° K 0

, lTp-+2; K , and Tip-+ .L\.K
0 

have studied in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 72-inch hydrogen 

bubble .chamber. The cross sections decrease uniformly from 1. 5 to 

2.4 BeV I c ·with no evidence for an enhancement from any of the nucleon 

isobars located in this energy range. The average cross sections are 

a(~°K 0 ) = 115 !J.b, <1(~-K+) = 70 !J.b, and a(.L\.K) = 180 IJ.b .. 

The ~-K+ angular distributions are well described by s and p 

. waves only; ~°K0 and .L\.K 0 each show evidence for higher partial 

waves. A·simple K*.-exchange model fits the data poorly for both ~~0 

* ' and .L\.K 0 • There is evidence for the coupling of N1/ 2 (2190) to the .L\.K 

channel but no definite .spin assignment can be made, although G 7 12 
is 

somewhat favored over a J = 912 assignment. The backward peak in· 

the .L\.K angular distribution can be fitted with a form dal dn = a eAt 

with A:::::. 7 (BeV I c) - 1 . T,he values of A obtained in this way a;~ sug

gestive of the logarithmic shrinking predicted by the Regge-pole anal

.ys~s of high-energy backward (diffraction) scattering . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous authors .have ·reported results on the associated 

· production reactions, rrp-+ YK, at energies from threshold to 1. 5 

BeV /c. 
1

-
11 

This work is an extension of those studies into the energy 

range 1.5 to 2.4 BeV /c. 

All together 240, 000 pictures were taken in the Lawrence Radi

ation Laboratory 7 2 -inch bubble ch?-mber, yielding 11, 000 strange

particle interactions. · Figure 1 is a histogram of the number bf ev.ents 

vs beam momentum, which for constant cross section shows the dis

tribution of path length in the experiment. Thirty-fiv.e· pe.rcent ofthe.events 

involved the two-body final states, rrp-+ ~-K+(1500 events), rrp-+~°K 0 

( 500 events), and rrp-+ .L\.K (2000 events). The data are divided into 

eight beam momentum intervals, so that the statistical errors at any 
-+· 0 a1 00 one momentum are roughly_7% for ~ K and .L\.K and 15 1o for ~ K . 

In bubble chamber experiments of this type small but cumula

tive inefficiencies creep in at various stages of the processing, result

ing in a net loss of events which must be combatted. The exper:i:mental 

procedures adopted were designed to keep these systematic errors 

within the stated statistical limit~?. Section II describes the details of 

the processing and the major sources of bias . 

. Section III gives the corrected experimental results and a dis

cussion of possible production mechanisms involved in the formation 

of these states. In two-body collision processes energy-momentum 

conservation restricts the number of inde.pendent variables to two, 

which ,we take to be the beam momentum and center-of-mass produc

tion angle. Thus our analysis. automatically involves studying the 

changes in the angular distr1butions as a function of momentum. When 

resonances are known to be present this is an effective method of iso

lating the contribution of the resonant state from a (presumed) slowly 

varying background. This program has beenmost successfully ex

ploited by Tripp, Ferro -Luzzi, and Watson 
12 

in their classic analysis 
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Fig. 1. Hi~togram of fitted events vs fitted beam momentum 
for all event types.;. The ve.rtical marks show the eight 
beam momentum intervals. 
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. * of Y (1520). The one other popular theme that appears in the anal-
.o 

. ysis of production. mechanisms is the peripheral or one -meson-

exchange model, The recent theoretical analyses. of high-energy scat

tering in terms of the· exchange of Regge poles can. be considered as a 

sort of super peripheralism. I present a discu-ssion of the data terms 

of both these models. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. Scanning 

·The scanners were .instructed to record all interactions in

volving strange particles. Frames with too many tra~ks were skipped 

but no fiducial volume restriction or other acceptance criteria were 

imposed. The film was completely scanned twice, and the additional 

events found in. the second .scan were re.-e~aminedin order to discard 

nonevents or events failing the cutoffs, (Section:ll. B). There remained 

1700 second-scan events to be added to the ex;periment. 

The nominal efficiency obtained by comparing the two scans is 

90% for single V1 s and ~· s and 95% for double V' s. The combined 

efficiency, c 12, for all types is greater than 99% (E 12= E 1+ E 2 - E
1

E 2 ). 

This assumes that the two scans are. independent, which in fact is not 

true: certain events are systematically missed by both scanners. ~ 

produced in the forward hemisphere at our energies are all minimum

ionizing, so that the decay ~- _.. 1T + n isn't detected for 1T emitted 

at small angles to the ~ line of flight. Figure 2 is a histogram of the 

c. m. decay angle of the . 1T in ~ decay (should be isotr()pic if parity 

is conserved 'in strong interactions). The suppression of events in.the 

forward dhection is quite marked and amouri~s to about a 5% effect. 

We correct this slight bias by rejecting all events with 0.8 < cos8 - <1 
1T 

and.multiplying the final results by a factor 10/9. 

B. Acceptance Criteria and Corrections 

There .are essentially two different acceptance criteria, each 

serving somewhat different purposes. The traditional x2 
tests are a 

convenient index for choosing between competing hypotheses and for 

rejecting bad events. Geometrical cutoffs, on the lengths of tracks 

and the location of the event in the chamber, are imposed mainly to 

eliminate scanning and measuring biases. 
... 
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Fig. 2. Histogram of number of events vs the decay cosine 
in the rest frame; cos~ = 1 corresponds· to the 1T-

going forward. 1T · • 
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2 
We compute the sum of X ·and total constraints for the .pro-

duction and zero -or -more -decay fits. Events with either. an overall 

confidence level of less than 0.1o/o or any individual.fit less than 0.1o/o 

are rejected .. 
13 

The corrections due to failing events are discussed 

in the followin~ section 

We ~ave two geometrical cutoffs: all decay and production 

·origins must be withj,.n their respective fiducial volumes, and .all un

stable particles must be longer. than a·minimum length. L (5 rnm for 

A and K 0 , 3 mm for ~:- ).· This. amounts to an average escape correc

tion of 2o/o for the fiducial volume and 10o/o for the minirnum-iength 

cutoff. We apply the correction on an ·event- by-eveht basis, according 

to the following considerations. 

There are three possibilities for the fate of an unstable particle 

of momentum p, lifetime T, and charged br~nching ratio b: 
14 

'·. 

(i) Charged decay less than L mm from the production vertex: 

p 1 = b(1- e -L/TJCT), 

where 11 = p/Mass and <; = velocity of light 

. (ii) Charged decay between L and the fiducial wa~l (good decays): 

pz = b(e-L/TJCT -:.e-1/TJ~T), 

where 1. = distance to the wall. 

(iii) Nonvisible decay; chargeddec·ay outside. the volume, or 

neutral decay: 

The appropriate deteCtion probability is then dependent on 

whatever configuration is taken to be the signature of the event. For 

"'-K+ h . f . 15 11 . h d "'-£..I . t ere 1s no con us1on; we count a events w1t a goo £..I : 
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For the ~°K 0 angular distribution we accept events with a good K 0 

and no A of length less than L: 

But for the ~°K0 polarization we need a good K 0 and a good A, so 

The AK factors are 

P AK (angular distribution) = P~ p~ + p?~+ p?~, 

P .L\K (polarization) 

The behavior of P~-K+ and P .L\K (ang. dist.) as a function of center

of-mass angle is shown in Fig. 3. 

Each event is weighted (i.e., corrected) by the inverse of its 

one or more detection probabilities, depending on how it's going to be 

used. The error, dY, in the sum of weighted counts, Y, is given by 

N 

Y ± DY = [ 1/E. ± 
1 

i= 1 

where N is the number of events and E. is' the detection probability 
1 

of the ith event. 

C. Unpassed Events 

Unpassed events are mainly the subset of x2 
failures which 

are defined to be good after a suitable amount of re-examination or 

reprocessing, or both. These events do not appear in the histograms 

but are added as a correction (6 o/o) to the final quoted cross sections. 

----------------
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Failures fall into three categories, with percent correction as follows: 

first-scan failures (3o/o), second-s.can failures (1.5o/o), and events classi

fied during the scanning as· unmeasurable ( 1. 5o/o). 

All fir.st-scan rejects were automatically remeasured.1eaving 

25o/o of the sample as failures. These events were re-examined on the 

scanning table and gross errors (wrong event types, nonevents) were 

corrected. After second remeasurement there remained. 10o/o hard

core failures, which were subjected to the same rescan and measuring 

procedure, finally yielding 1.5o/o unpassed.events. Unfortunately, 

some 500 additional rejects (3%) were overlooked owing to a bookkeep

ing error; 20o/o of these were re-examined and the final numbers of 

·good events were estimated from this sample. 

The second-scan events were measured twice and a sample of 

the remaining rejects was rescanned; 60o/o were estimated to be good, 

giving a correction of 1. 5o/o. 

The so- called unmeasurable events were all looked at and ob-

vious nonevents discarded. The remaining events are assumed to be 

good ( 1. 5o/o). There is a small additional number of .genuinely difficult 

measurements which have failed owing to steeply dipping tracks or ob

scured vertices. These are included in this category. 

D. Path-Length Determination 

The _standard bubble chamber path-length determination con

sists of a track count coupled with some method of estimating the 

beam contamination. In lT film one usually scans for and me.as·ure:s 

large delta .rays and brems strahlungs to determine the e - 1-.1. back

ground. Rather than·embarking on a new scanning effort, we use data 

fr.om a previously existing rough beam scan along with the well

measured values. of the total cross sections from Diddens et al. 16 to 

obtain a satisfactory normalization. 
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In the original beam scan the scanners were instructed to ac

count for each track by counting the incoming tracks, outgoing tracks, 

and total interactions. Every fifth frame of ·136 rolls, .chosen more 

. or les·s at .random, was. scanned. Frames with too many tracks were 

discarded. We must apply certain corrections to these data to get an 

unbiased. estimate ofthe total number of interactions,- NT. 

(i) The choice of rolls was actually somewhat spotty .. A short 

supplementary scan of every twentieth frame in an additional 30 rolls 

was done to increase the accuracy in the estimate of NT. 
17 

.(ii) . The exclusion of frames with too many tracks .(TMT) biases 

the estimate too low. A sample of 270 TMT's was.scanned, yielding· 

a mean of 28.3 tracks/TMT.· The number ()f interactions at each beam 

momentum was prorated accordingly.. 

(iii) No fiducial volume restriction was. imposed .on the beam scan. 

The number of events outside the fiducial volume is estimated from 

the percentage of fitted events outside the fiducial volume (2. So/o). 
(iv) Frames which were skipped by the. regular scanner were ex-· 

eluded from all tallies. 

(v) The scanning inefficiency is estimated to be 2± 2%, assuming 

that the missed events consist entire.ly of zero prongs arid small-angle 
. 18 

scatters .. 

A count of the total number of.frames is needed for conversion 

to f.J.b/event. The final results are given in Table I. 

E. Ambiguous Events 

Events with two or mor.e hypotheses satisfying the confidence

level tests (Section B) require a certain amount of extra attention. In 

the first approximation we can choose the hypothesis with .the highest 

confidence level. and in fact it will be seen that this is adequate for 

most classes of ambiguities. 
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Table I. Summary, · mb/event. 

p 
beam Total cross section . J.Lb/event 

(mb)a 

1500 34.7 0.664 

1690 34.3 0.457 

1850 34.5 0.522 

1950 35.4 0.441 

2050 35.9 0.947 

2150 35.7 0.354 

2255 35.5 0.333 

2360 34.5 0.683 

a Interpolated from the values of Diddens et al. (reference 16). 
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1. L: -ambiguities 

Two 
. - + 

percent of the L: K events were ambiguous. Figure 4 

is a scatter plot of the confidence 1evels of the 'two competing hypo

theses, L:K .vs L:K1L The 45 ° line corresponds to a· division according 

to highest probability .. The great majority of the eve:J;ltS have high prob

ability for L:K and low probability for L:KiT, . and as such are purely for

mal ambiguities. We conclude that less than io/o of the L: events are 

true ambiguities. 

2. Ambiguous · V' s 

Fifteen percent of the single V 1 s passed both A and K hypo

theses. These were reso.lved (90%) by using the ionization of the pos

itive prong .of the V. 

There were onlT two examples of double V 1 s with (A, K) 

ambiguities. 

3. L: 0 - A separation- -double-V events · 

Twenty-five percent of the AK1 s, ·pass; as L: °K; -of the L: °K1 s 

20% pass as AK1r .. Figure 5 shows the relevant scatter plots. All the 

( L: °K0
, AK1r) events appear to be true L: K; the highest-probability as

signment results in a loss of five events to the three- body channel. 

The (AK, L:°K) plot shows a substantia.! number of true ambiguities, 

and it becomes important to try. to resolve them. ·A true AK event 

must be coplanar, but it is still possible for it to pass as L:°K 0 ifthe 

'{ lies in the plane of the reaction. The converse is not true: a t.rue 

L: °K 0 in general produces '{ 1 s lying out of the (1r, A, K) plane, so that 

it will fail when tried as a AK essentially because of the lack .of co

planarity. Thus true L: K 0 will not fake AK, but true AK can fake L:°K 

so that all the ambiguous events are most likely AK and not L: °K 0 • 

Assignment on the basis of highest confidence level would result in 

biasing the L: °K 0 channel f:f'/o high. 

4. L: 0 -A separation- -single A events 

Figure 6 is a histogram of the missing mass squared for events 

with a visible A. ·Since the L; 0 events are unconstrained, there is no 

confidence -level test and the separation rests on the resolution of the 
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biguous E -K+ vs !:K1T. The 45° line corresponds to 
a division based on highest probability. 
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missing~mass spectrum. It turns out that the resolution is consider

ably worse fo.r forward-produced A's than it is for backward ones. 

Figure 7 reveals a difference of about a factor of 2 .in.the resolution 

for the two cases. The unshaded region corresponds to ev~nts passing 

as 'AK. The backward' events have about 2o/o background, estimated by 

extrapolation of the "Z0 spectrum from OA (BeV)
2 

backto the kinematic 

limit. The forward events have a clearly asymmetric peak, and com

parison with the low-mass side of the peak gives an estimated 15o/o 

background. We make a crude but adequate correction by imposing a 

cutoff of. 0.32 (BeV)
2 

on the missing mass. 19 T~is still leaves an 

estimated 3o/o contamination in the forward direction, but this is well 

within the statistics of any angular interval. The total contamination 

is less than 2%. 

5. -z 0 -A separation-single K events 

Figures 8 and 9 show the plots an.alogous to those of the pre

ceding section for the single K events. The division based .on highest 

confidence level is· indicated by the cross -hatched areas in Fig. 9. 

There is negligible bias for the AK channel; since single K events 

enter into the final plots with a statistical weight of about 1/7. The 

eros s section for AK production is twice that for "Z°K, so that there is 

a .net transfer of events from the AK to the "Z °K channel in .the o.verlap 

. region for forward-produced ·K 0
• A comparison of the low-mass side 

of the A peak and the high"-mas s side of the "Z 0 peak gives an estimated 

.15% contamination in the "Z °K 0 channel. The statistical weight of 

single K events in "Z°K 0 is about 1/3, so the bias is ab9ut 5o/o. 
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III. RESULTS 

A. Cross Sections 

Th 1 f h th . h .20 . F. 10 d e resu ts or t e ree reactlons are s own 1n 1g. an 

Ta:t>le II. ·The rather large_weights .given in the table are actually quit·e 

well determined, ·since the big corrections are due to effects that can 

be estimated- with great accuracy. ·For example, the minimum-length 

cutoff correction depends only on the. lifetime of the particle. The 

overall normalization uncertainty is ,$ 3%, and comes from the inclu

sion of the unpassed. events and the estimated ~fficiency of the beam 

scan. (Section liD. ) 

The cross sections fall off uniformly from 1.5 to 2,4 BeV /c with 

no evidence of any enhancement from. the nucleo*n isobar N*1/ 2(2190)
21 

at 2.05 BeV/c. The region in the vicinity of N
3

; 2(1920) (PlT= 1.5 BeV/c) 

shows some evidence of a bump, but this may be spurious; since the 
* . effect appears to occur in all three channels (N
3

/ 2 can1 t decay into the 

pure T = 1/2 1\.K state). 

The angular distributions are shown in Fig. 11 fitted to a power 

series in cos81TL:.
22 

The distributions. have a marked backward peak and 

. a forward hump which seems to move backward with energy. The se-
. * 23 verity of the backward peak rules out a simple K -exchange model 

of the form 
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Table II. Total cross-section summary. 

1r-+ p -+A+K 1T- + p -+:Eo+Ko - - + 
1T + p -+ :E +K 

p Number (J Number 
Weightb 

(J Number (J 

beam of events Weighta (f.Lb) of events h:b) of events Weight C~:b) 

1450-1550 308 1.27 334± 19 59 1.42 167± 22 293 1.25 242± 14 

1620-1760 263 1.27 199± 12 58 1.36 110± 14 266 1. 23 153± 9 

1800-1900 215 1.25 181± 12 66 1.35 140± 17 153 1.24 99± 8 

1900-2000 255 1.26 182± 11 53 1.34 94± 13 182 . 1.24 99± 7 

2000-21.00 1.19 1.26 1.82± 1. 7 33 1. 30 1.23±21. 60 1. . .Z2 70±9 

21.00..:2200 334 1.26 192± 1.1 82 1. 31 1:14± 1.3 1.48 1.24 65± 5 

2200-2310 319 1.26 172±1.0 80 1. 31. 1.05± 12 1.38 1.. 2 5 57± 5 I 
N 

2310-2410 157 1. 26 1. 74± 14 41 . 1. 34 1.1.3±18 63 1.24 53±7 N 
I 

a 
not .inc.luding a factor 9/7 for the branching .ratios. 

b 
not including a factor 3/1 for the Ko branching ratio. 
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11. Angular distributions for the reaction 
Tl'p-+ ~°K0 • The smooth curves are least
squares fits to a power series in cos 8 av
eraged over the histogram intervals. 
Cose =1 corresponds to the ~ 0 going forward. 
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with matrix element 

where q = ·k
2

- k
3

, · U~o , Up are the Dirac spinors -for the ~ 0 and 

proton, and the factor C contains the eoupling constants and normal

ization factors for the boson and fermi()n wave functions. In addition, 

at P "' 2200, the deep minimum at :cbs8 = - 0. 7 would tend to argue 
7T 

against the efficacy of adding background amplitudes, since it would 

take several partial waves to cause such an interference (Fig. 12). 

The coefficients of the least-squares fit are given in Table IIL 

·There is a mon.otonic energy dependence for some of the terms, but 

no really firm conclusions can be drawn because of the limited .statis

tics. 

- + C. 1rp- ~ K 

Since there are no known T = 3/2 mesons, one-meson ex

change is ruled out for this channel, and in fact the. distributions in 

cos&1r::E are all forward-peaked:( Fig. 13), confirming our expectations 

and suggesting the presence of a baryon-exchange mechanism 

which could produce backward K+ and forward -~-. 
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Table III. Coefficient of the least- squares .fits for 1rp- ~ °K 0 • 

P beam .(MeV /c) 

An( f.Lb/sr) 1606 1900 2200 
.. 

A 4.4± 1. 2 9.2±1.5 11.8± 1. 3 
0 

A1 0. 7± 6.3 -17±6.3 -18± 5 

A2 12± 11. - 28± 10 -46±8 

A3 49± 29 73± 25 70± 20 

.A4 6± 15 44± 13 58± 10 

A5 -77± 29 - 8·3± 25 -77± 19 
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The plot of the coefficients of the least-squares fit against 

energy (Fig. 14) shows no significant structure except that there ap-

* pears to be a)arge ·A
1 

coming in at N
3

/
2

(1920) and then going out 

again. This is probal::>ly a coincidence having to do with the relative 

phases of the s- and p-wave amplitudes rather than a manifestation 

of a resonant state, since there is no evidence for any higher powers 

of cose in the distribution. Similarly the plot at P = 2050 is sugges-
·rr 

tive of a contribution from some high partial·wave, and the fit can.be 

somewhat improved 60% VS· 10,o/o probability by going up through cos58. 

If this behavior persisted at P = 2150 or 19.50 we could interpret it as 
~ TT + . . 

the decay of N~/ 2 (2190) .into ~-K , but neither of these plots has any 

evidence of high powers in it. 

One other feature of the data is worth mentioning. The apsence 

of cos 2e from 1690 to 2150 Mev): might ordinarily be interpreted as 

the absence of the' P
3

/
2 

amplitude. The Yang ambiguity, however, 

predicts that 'the angular distribution is invariant under the transforma-
. 24 

tlon 

T * s 1/2 = 5
1;2 • 

T .),. 

* .,. 
( 1/3) p 1/2' p1/2 = 4 p3/2 

T (P;12 + 2 P):/ 2 )/3, p3/2 = 

so that a distribution w,ith P 
3

/ 2 nominally equal to zero is identical to 

one in which. P
3

;
2
= - 2P 

112
. The presence or absence of this kind of· 

accident is determined by examining the system at energies below the 

one(s) in question. If there is a consistent lack of cos 2 e then one 

usually assumes that this relation does not persist down to the thres

hold" where the amplitude in question is likely to become important. 

In o~r case the existence of a .large cos
2

e term at 1500 MeV /c and its 

reappearance at 2150 MeV /c suggest that P
3

/ 2 has not become small 

but that the above relationship between P 312 . and P 
1

;
2 

holds. A 
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limited search for the amplitudes using the 7090 program MINFUN 

shows that the most natural (in the sense of least violent) energy de

pendence of the amplitudes favors. a true decrease of P 
3

/ 2 term over 

the Yang-transformed solution. 25 I have no explanation of why this 

should occur, however. 

D. rrp - :1\K 

The gross feature.s of the data are the severe backward peak 

and the large polarization in the backward direction (Figs. 15 and 16). 

The polarization, P(B); for a given angular i_nterval is calculated by 

where s is the cosine of the angle of the decay rr V:•ith respect to the - -normal to the production plane, P"X Pb , €. is the detection prob-
11. eam 1 

ability. The forward peak at P ·.= 1500 decreases rather uniformly 
TT 

with increasing energy. 

1. * Analysis of N 1/ 2 ( 21 9 0) 

Figures 17-20 show the coefficients of the least-squares fit to 

the ·angular distribution. The systematic fluctuations of the odd co

efficients~ in the vicinity of the resonance can be interpreted as ev

* .idence for the production and decay chain .rrp-N
1

; 2(2190)- AK. Since 

the effect is marginal I will simply sketch the lines a detailed. analysis 

might take . 

. Table IV gives the expansions of the coefficients in terms of 

the partial waves. 
26 

The rising A
6 

term. (Fig. 20) indicates a back

ground amplitude of F 
7

/ 2 or G
7 

/ 2 . Since 1 = 3 is more likely to 

appear before 1 = 4, let us assume that the highest background wave 

is F 712 . Then to the extent that the data exclude a s~gnificant:. A
8 

term, 27 the resonance is limited to G
7 

/ 2 or · c
912

. Now write the 

resonant amplitude, T, as a Breit-Wigrier form, · 

.; 
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Fig. 15. Angular distributions for the reaction 1rp -AK. 
The smooth curves are a least-squa.Jl.es fit to 
Legendre polynomials averaged over the histogram 
intervals. · 
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Fig. 19. Coefficients of the least-squares fit for the re
action 1rp- N;.< vs beam momentum, A

4 
and A

5
• 
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Table IV. Expansion of the coefficients [ 

n=O 
A P (cosO) in terms of the partial waves .n n 

Ao A1 A2 A3 A4 As A6 A7 As 

S1Si+P1P1 

S1P1 2 

S1P3+P1D3a 4 

S1D3+P1P3 4 

S1D5+P1F5 6 

S1F5+P1D5 6 

S1F7+P1G7 8 

S1G7+P1F7 8 

S1G9+P1H9 iO 

S1H9+P1G9 10 

P3P3+D3D3 2 2 

P3D3 4/5 36/5 

P3D5+D3F5 36/5 24/5 

P3F5+D3D5 12/7 72/7 I 
P3F7+D3G7 72/7 40/7 w 

8/3 40/3 
-..J 

P3G7+D3F7 I 

P3G9+D3H9 40/3 20/3 

P3H9+D3G9 40/H 180/H 

D5D5+FsF5 3 24/7 18/7 

D5F5 18/35 16/5 100/7 

D5F7+F5G7 72/7 8 40/7 

D5G7+F5F7 8/7 360/77 200/11 

D5G9+F5H9 100/7 720/77 70/H 

D5H9+F5G9 20/H 80/i3 3150/143 

F7F7+G7G7 4 100/21 324/77 100/33 

F7G7 8/21 24/11 600/91 9800/429 

F7G9+G7H9 40/3 120/H 120/13 2800/429 

F7H9+G7G9 200/231 3240/1001 ~80/33 3920/143 

G9G9+H9H9 5 200/33 810/143 l60/33 490/143 

a * * Read expressions such as this as Re(S 1; 2 P 3; 2 + P 1; 2 D3; 2 l, etc. 
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16 
where E 

0 
= 2190, r = 200, and T1rp' r .AK. are the partial widths 

for the 1rp, .AK channels. This is re -e:xpres sed, by dividing through 

by- r/2, as 

.X 
T = """€=! 

which is a circle in the complex T plane with radius x/2 and centered 

at -(0, x/2},. The backgroun4, B, is written· as B = rei<j> an~ assumed 

to be energy-independent. Thus 

* ReT B = 
.rx 
2 

€ +.1 
[ E coscj> +. sirl.cj>] 

represents the behavior of the A
7 

term. The curve in Fig. 20 cor

responds to the choice cj> = -90°, x = 151J.b/sr. The fit is fair, but is 

expected to serve only as a rough guide to the possible behavior of the 

resonant terms. Refinements to the above. expressiqn would.take into 

account the obvious energy dependence of the background·. and the angu- · 

lar momentum barriei.- 28 (kr)l+ 1, which would produce-a skewness to 

the resqnance shape by suppressing the low-energy side and enhancing 

the high-energy side. A definitive analysis with improved_ statistics 

would include the polarization information and the rest of the coeffi

cients, A through A
5

, and possibly higher-order terms. 
0 

. . 29 * The Regge pole theory predicts an ~1/2 at 2190 MeV with 

spin-parity H
9

/ 2 as the second recurrence c>f the nucleon. KY,cia and 
. 30 . 

Riley have pointed out that the nucleon resonances seem to obey the 

empirical rule 

J - L = I - 1. 

Thus the I = 1/2 resonances follow ... the sequence P 
1

/
2

(940}, 0
3

/
2 

( 1512}, F S/ 2 ( 1688), implying that N~(2190} is G
7 12

• The ·G
7 

/
2 

as

signment is somewhat favored by the present data. 

* 2. K Exchange. and Regge ·Poles 
. * . Simple · K exchange with the matrix element of Section III D 

gives the results shown in Fig. 21. ·A least""squ,ares fit to log(da/ciD} 
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Fig. 21. Angular distribution for low momentum 
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is given-for comparisc;m. The exchange.model has. about half the slope 

required by the dat_a, Introducing form fac:tors in place of the bare 

coupling constants would improve the fit but couldn't account for the 

large observed polarization. Thus we need to add background. ampli

·tudes in addition to the exchange term. Rather than continue in this 

vein of peripheralism and its vq.riations, we can appeal to the recent 

Regge-pole analyses of backward (diffraction) scattering as suggested 
31 . . . . 

by Wagner and Sharp. They give the asymptotic expression 

da / dn. (S _,. oo) = f(t)(S/S ·)2a(t)-1. 
0 

1/2 . 1/2 
where ·s is the total c. m. energy, t is the momentum transfer, 

and S is an arbitrary constant; a(t) is the K* _traj.ectury, which for 
_0 . 

low momentum transfers we write as 

I 

a(t):::::: a(O.) +a (O.)t, 

and then ·; J\t dcr dn(S _,. oo) = g(s, t) e 

I 

with J\ = 2a ( 0) ln(S/S ) 
. 0 

is the celebrated logarithmic shrinking of the backward (diffraction) 

scattering peak. 

The procedures for arriving a,t this result are actually quite 

straightforward, but their justification is subject to question and is 

discussed in some detailin Squires' book. 
32 

I will outline the way in 

which these expressions develop. Complete presentations have been 

given by Frautschi, 
33 

Omnes and Froissart, 
34 

and '·Squires. 
32

- The 

papers of Kummer
35 

and Jones and Poirier
36 

are a useful introd~c~ 
tion to these books. The e~perimental situation has been reviewed by 

Lindenbaum. 
37 
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Take e~astic scattering of equal-mass spinless particles for 

the usual reasons, 

3 4 

\I 
t->0 
lt\z 

·For the reaction in the t channel, 1+3-2+4. the invariant amplitude 

is written 

Regge used the Sommerfeld- Watson transform to write this as a con

tour integral in the complex 1 plane, 

A(s, t) = 
(21+1) a(l, t) P

1
( -coset) 

dl . ,. 
S1nTTl 

with the contour of Fig. 22a. Our aim is to invoke crossing symmetry 

and go to the high-s, low-t limit and thus relate low-energy t-channel 

behavior to high-energy s -channel behavior. 

With 

and 

s 2 
= 1 + -· -2 ' qt = 

2qt 

lR +.ill 
P

1
(z)-. Z 

z-..oo 

the present contour gives a divergent behavior for S- oo. This is 

corrected by shifting the cqntdur as in Fig. 22b, with the result 

A(.Ei, t) = 

N 

L 
i= 1 

(2a.(t) -1)~.(t) P (-coset)/sinTTa., 1 1 a. 1 
1 
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Fig. 22. (a) Contour for the $omrn:erfeld-Wat~on 
transform. (b) Shifted contour to insure con
vergent high-s behavior. 
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where the sum is over the poles encountered in opening up the contour, 

and the integral over the semicircle has been shown to vanish. (We 

ignore the existence of cuts. ) Now take S - oo. The i'nt.egnal. i's, small. 
-1./2 (owing to the factor Z ) compared with the summation, and. we get 

N 

A(s, t) I 
L=i 

2 
a. (t) 

(2a.t1)p .. (5/2qt ) 
1 

1 1 . 

sin 1Ta. 
1 

For scattering in the s channel, t < 0 and Im a. (t) .has been shown to 
1 

vanish. Further, the sum is dominated by the highest-lying pole, the 

. so-,called one-pole model, and the cross section is then 

This can be compared with peripheralism in the diagram 

1' 
5 

with the exchange of a particle with spin 1. The ~mplitude .in. the t 

channel must be of the form 
38 

A(s, t) ""' 
P 1 (c.osl\) 
----,.--=-2- g1 (t) g2(t), 

t - fl. 

since the scattering goes entirely through the lth partial-wave. Thus 

for. s- oo 

as opposed to the Regge pole case, in which 1 = l(t). 
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The black--disk model is also. frequently invoked in- elastic 
39 . . 

scattering. · In. the scattering amplitude 

assume that there is complete absorption up through 1 = Lmax(,1= 0). 

Then. the sum is. replaced by an integral over the impact parameter, 

b (where kb = 1+1/2), and the cross section is then given by 

. _ 2 [ J 1 (krsin8)J
2 

do/<ID = R . 8 . s1n 

F 11 . L" d b 37 . h" o ow1ng 1n. ep. aum, we can rewr1te t 1s as 

. R 2 2 
do/dt = _lT 4 . exp[ ~(R/2) t] 

kR.: L 
max 

for t ~ 0.3 R::::: 1 fermi, which is a nonshrinking exponential behavior. 

We now consider the application of these results to lTp-+AK. 

Two further. points: 

(a) the problem of which Regge pole dominates: the reaction doesn1 t 
. . * 

arise, since K exchange is the only allowed particle; · 

(b) we must have c.os:8>> 1- so that the asymptotic expansions are 
. t 

v~lid. 

We are in a marginal range,. since 
40 

thus the validity of the model is somewhat questionable. Nonetheless 

we forge blindJy ahead. 

The angular distributions are fitted to a form 

and with 

we have 

lndo/dn =·a +b cose.. 

do/dn. = g(t) eAt 

· .. "A·= b/2 _pp . ' 
0 
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where p. and p are the average c. m. momenta of the proton and 
.0 

A. 
The values of A for momentum transfer cutoffs of -0.4 and 

-0.3 are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. The fits are of the form 
41 

A = c + d ln(s - 1.4), 

where d = 2a 1 (.0) is the measure of the shrinking. The results ob-

d . h" 42 taine 1n. t 1s way are 

a'(O) (t = -0.4) . c 

a 1·(0) (t = -0.3) c 

I -1 
= 2.2± 0.8.(BeV c) , 

. I -1 
=1.4±1.1(BeV.c) . 

The discrepancy between the t~o is because at the lower beam momen

tum· points, 1500 and 1690 MeV I c, the slopes are a sensitive function 

of the cutoff; the smaller the cutoff the steeper-the slope. This is 

reasonable, since background is expected to be more prominent here. 

Figure 25 shows the values of 2a'(O) obtained as a function of the cutoff. 

The strong dependence on tc is bad, 'but the results still indicate that 

shrinking does occur, although any estimate of the slope is obviously 

· unreliable. It would be desirable to extend this study into the higher 

energy regions to see if the effect persists. 
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